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Abstract—We discuss the system design to realize artificial intelligence assisted knowledge-defined cross-layer orchestration in IP over elastic optical networks. Deep learning is introduced in the control plane (CP) for traffic analysis and prediction, and consistently provides suggestions to the CP for achieving future-friendly traffic routing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, with the fast development of cloud computing, Big Data and social networks, the Internet is facing unprecedented growth of IP traffic [1]. This stimulated intensive researches on scalable, flexible and application-aware optical networking technologies [2]. However, it is known that traditional wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networks are restricted by the fixed-grids and thus can hardly realize adaptive bandwidth allocation and enhanced spectrum efficiency in the optical layer [3, 4]. Fortunately, the bottleneck can be properly addressed by introducing the flexible-grid elastic optical networks [5–7]. By leveraging bandwidth-variable transponders (BV-Ts) and bandwidth-variable wavelength-selective switches (BV-WSS’s) [8], EONs achieve finer bandwidth allocation granularity and can customize the channel sizes of lightpaths much more flexibly. Although EONs are more flexible, adaptive and application-aware than WDM networks, they still use circuit switching. Therefore, to seamlessly support the ever-growing IP-based Internet applications, the operators need an IP layer based on packet switching to provision their services cost-effectively, which suggests that a rational combination of IP and EON technologies would be inevitable [9].

In an IP-over-EON, the EON serves as the underlying optical transport layer to provide lightpaths as the high-speed data transmission channels, while the IP network sitting on top of it switches packets among the lightpaths to facilitate efficient resource allocation for carrying highly dynamic application traffic. Note that, due to the enhanced flexibility and adaptivity, the network control and management (NC&M) mechanism in such a multilayer IP-over-EON needs to handle more complicated tasks than those in a traditional IP-over-WDM network. More importantly, treating the IP and EON layers separately might not lead to the optimal solution in an IP-over-EON. For instance, it is known that the traffic loss due to IP router outages can hardly be recovered timely and efficiently with the restoration schemes solely in the IP layer or the EON layer [9, 10]. This actually motivates people to design effective cross-layer orchestration mechanisms for IP-over-EONs based on software-defined networking (SDN). Specifically, the applications of SDN in EONs have already indicated that the centralized NC&M can respond quickly to manage various tasks effectively [11].

In this paper, we discuss how to realize artificial intelligence (AI) assisted knowledge-defined cross-layer orchestration in IP-over-EONs, based on the idea of software-defined IP-over-EON (SD-IPoEON). Section II explains why the existing cross-layer orchestration mechanisms, which manage a multilayer optical network only based on the current network status, might not always be effective, and introduces the idea of adding a deep learning (DL) module into the control plane to analyze traffic proactively and handle future congestions and failures effectively. The system design and operation principle of the AI-assisted SD-IPoEON are described in Section III. Finally, Section IV summarizes the paper.

II. KNOWLEDGE-DEFINED CROSS-LAYER ORCHESTRATION

Note that, most of the existing NC&M mechanisms manage a multilayer optical network only based on the current network status or the explicit data plane (DP) information that is available to the control plane (CP). However, this is not good enough since IP traffic is usually highly dynamic and bursty. Hence, even though the IP traffic grooming scheme based on the current network status may use the lightpaths in the EON efficiently, congestions or under-utilizations can happen in the future due to the sudden increase/decrease of certain flows’ data-rates [12]. The issue can be resolved by leveraging the idea of knowledge-defined networking (KDN) [13] and adding a DL module into the CP for proactive traffic analysis. Specifically, the DL module takes historical traffic statistics as the input, trains itself for precise traffic prediction, and consistently provides suggestions to the CP for cross-layer traffic routing. Then, the CP can obtain the most effective routing schemes for IP traffic flows based on the current and predicted network status, and respond to changes timely.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION PRINCIPLE

Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture for the AI-assisted SD-IPoEON. Here, the IP layer in the DP is built based on OpenFlow switches (OF-SWs) that are equipped with optical ports. The EON layer uses BV-WSS’ to interconnect the
optical ports with lightpaths. Therefore, two clients in the IP layer can communicate with each other either through an end-to-end lightpath directly, or multiple lightpaths that conduct traffic de-/re-grooming at intermediate OF-SW(s). The actual communication scheme is determined and implemented by the CP, which consists of an ONOS module [14] and a DL module. The OpenFlow controller (OF-C) in the ONOS talks with the network elements in the DP (e.g., OF-SWs and BV-WSS) to realize cross-layer orchestration. More specifically, the OF-C sends flow-tables to the OF-SWs for traffic de-/re-grooming, and in the meantime, it instructs the OpenFlow agents (OF-AGs) [15, 16] on the BV-WSS’ to realizing lightpath setup/removal. We also implement a monitoring module (MON) in the ONOS to observe the status of each network element in the DP and collect traffic statistics periodically. As network survivability is very important in optical networks [17], we implement a multilayer restoration module (MLR) in the ONOS to calculate the rerouting schemes for affected flows in case of network failures.

The DL receives the traffic statistics collected by the MON consistently, and it stores them in the traffic database (T-DB). The stored traffic statistics are utilized to train the traffic predictor (T-PRD), which is based on a long short-term memory neural network (LSTM-NN) [18]. Specifically, the T-PRD takes historical traffic statistics as inputs and can forecast future traffic variations precisely after proper training. The DL module is implemented based on TensorFlow. Therefore, when a network status change is detected by the MON, the CP achieves AI-assisted cross-layer orchestration by letting ONOS calculate the most effective routing schemes for IP flows based on the traffic prediction provided by the DL module. Then, the routing schemes are implemented in the DP for future-proof NC&M. To this end, we can see that our proposal reveals a promising use-case of KDN in IP-over-EONs.

IV. CONCLUSION

We designed an SD-IPoEON system, which can realize AI-assisted cross-layer orchestration and achieve future-friendly IP traffic routing based on the precise traffic prediction from a DL module, to improve the network’s cost-effectiveness.
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